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Abstract

This paper describes a text-based knowledge repre-
sentaion system, capable of abductive inference. The
system, called TextNet, uses the semantic information
rendered by WordNet to process texts and to connect
texts on the fly. Our system contains (1) a linguistic
backbone, enhancing the semantics of WordNet 1.5.,
(2) corpora comprising indexed Treebank texts, html
documents provided by web crawlers and (3) an infer-
ence module capable of abductions on the linguistic
knowledge base. The inference system produces the
representation of compound concepts by recognizing
their typical functions.

Basic Idea

Knowledge representation systems are of central im-
portance to the field of AI since they provide the ex-
plicit declarative information upon which inference can
be done. Knowledge representation systems have to
tackle a variety of problems encompassing expressive-
hess power, quality and efficiency of possible inference,
completeness vs. sealability and correctness of onto-
logical principles.

Knowledge shared, taught or expressed in natural
language is considered to have by far the best ex-
pressiveness, although it is very ambiguous. Other
representation formalisms eliminate the ambiguity as-
pect, but limit the wealth of knowledge communicated.
Moreover, a tremendous effort is needed to translate in
another representation scheme the immensity of facts
and descriptions stated in the overflow of textual in-
formation characteristic to modern life.

The use of a knowledge representation scheme that
incorporates natural language texts implies natural
language understanding and inference. A tradeoff be-
tween the complexity of NLU inference, involving am-
biguity and textual implicature resolution, and the di-
rect availability of knowledge must be considered.

Since realistic knowledge bases have to be very large,
it would be nice if we could take a modularized ap-
proach, that is to partition the system by domains.
However, experience has shown that there are major
problems with domain scalability; modest size systems

working in restricted domains were successfully im-
plemented, but they quickly failed when the domain
changed slightly. Lenat (Lenat 1995) called this the
brittleness problem. Another serious problem that
hampers the scMability of knowledge representation
systems is that reasoning is usually implemented with
lots of rules encoding simple facts like "if it rains, then
the lawn is wet". Since knowledge is infinite, it will
not be possible to generate a complete set of rules. In
fact, the number of rules gets quickly out of hand even
for systems with modest capabilities. Moreover, com-
bining inference rules from different domains generates
correctness problems.

Text-based Knowledge Representation
Sowa (Sowa 1991) and Jacobs (Jacobs 1992) 
among the first to suggest the use of natural language
to represent knowledge. A knowledge representation
system which uses textual information, called text-
based intelligent systems ( TBIS ), may work like this:
a text that represents domain, context or any other
form of information is transformed by a natural lan-
guage processing system into a knowledge representa-
tion. The sophistication of natural language processing
may vary from simple tagging to "deep understand-
ing", and this determines the power of such a system.
Then, the user provides information also in the form
of natural language. This information may be a query,
or some utterance. The user’s information needs to be
transformed by the same natural language processing
system in a form of knowledge. Then, the text and
user representations are compared, and inferential in-
formation is extracted.

Most likely, the TBIS approach still uses a knowl-
edge base; however, the difference is that here the
knowledge base is used only to interpret the text,
and the text provides domain and context information.
Thus, the knowledge base does not have to encode un-
necessary facts and procedures. In this paper we de-
scribe a system that uses WordNetl.5 (Miller 1995) 
the core linguistic knowledge base since it has a broad
semantic coverage. Bridging the glossary definitions
from WordNet with textual information generates a
complex knowledge infrastructure.
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The TBIS solution is appealing since it replaces the
construction of a large knowledge base with the ac-
quisition of knowledge via text understanding. The
volume of machine readable text is growing exponen-
tially. On Internet, information in a form of a text is
available in real-time on almost every subject. News-
papers, journals, books etc are available electronically
more and more. The TBIS solution goes along this
direction.

TextNet relies on the simple semantic principles of
~¥ordNet and it extends its micro contextual concept
definitions to complex structures, capable of dealing
with a large variety on compound concepts, encoun-
tered in texts. Moreover, TextNet, through its infer-
ential engine addresses other ~,¥ordNet limitations, like
the ability to represent goals, plans, action precondi-
tions and results. A query about a concept is trans-
formed into a unification search of the instances of that
concept in the web of texts, producing a defining con-
text revealed by the logical connections to other typical
concepts.

The inference rules are implemented as chains of
selected relations that may link semantic concepts in
the knowledge base. We allow some processes, called
markers, to travel along these inference patterns and
to check linguistic constraints along the way. The in-
ference process is controlled by limiting marker prop-
agations only along patterns that are specified by the
user.

Text Inference
The problem of text inference
Text inference refers to the problem of extracting rele-
vant, unstated information from a text. We distinguish
between inferences that are required in order to under-
stand a text, and inferences that are made but are
not required. Consider Winograd’s example (Wino-
grad 1972):

The police arrested the demonstrators
because they feared violence.

The explicit inferences required to understand this
text include word sense disambiguation and pronoun
reference. A human also concludes from this text that
sometimes, the police sees a way of maintaining pub-
lic order by arresting demonstrators, which, being de-
prived of their freedom of action, are not capable of
violence. Moreover, one can conclude that demonstra-
tors are potentially violent. A great deal of knowl-
edge is necessary to be able to extract such inferences,
which as a byproduct, may confirm the correct senses
of arrest, demonstrator, fear and violence. Non-
trivial inferences are also needed to determine the res-
olution of the pronoun they to the unique sense of the
noun police. TextNet has the necessary information,
and provides for the required inferences.

Word-sense disambiguation is produced by selecting
the appropriate meaning of each word such that col-

lectively the sentence is semantically correct. Taken
alone, the verb arrest has two senses in WordNet
1.5(Fellbaum et al. 1991): to take into custody,
and to attract. Noun demonstrator has three
meanings, that of a teacher who demonstrates the
principles that
are being taught, that of someone demonstrating
an article to a prospective
buyer or that of someone who participates in a
public display of group feeling. Further on, the
verb fear has four meanings and the noun violence
has three meanings.

First, the text is tagged, and explicit relations among
the words are recognized. The police is identified as
the agent of the arrest, therefore the first WordNet
sense of the verb arrest is selected:

arrest WordNet 1.5 - Sense 1
(collar,nail,apprehend,arrest,pick up,nab,cop)
has the gloss: {take into custody, as of suspected

criminal, by the police}

In the gloss of arrest, the police is explicitly repre-
sented as the agent of the action. The disambiguation
of the noun demonstrator combines ~,¥ordNet knowl-
edge with textual information. In WordNet 1.5 we
have:

demonstrator WordNet 1.5 - Sense 3
(demonstrator, protest er)
has the gloss: {someone who participates in

a public display of group feeling}
demonstration WordNet 1.5- Sense 2
has the gloss: {a public display of group feeling

Example: "there were violent demonstrations
against the war"}

o (demonstration) --isa--+(protest, objection)

On the other hand, TextNet provides the following text
from a 1989 Wall Street Journal article, extracted from
the Treebank corpora:

<s> East German uniformed and plain-clothes
police, who at first seemed at a loss as how
to deal with the protest, eventually used
truncheons and water cannon to break it up and
arrested several hundred demonstrators. </s>

TextNet observes contextual closeness between texts.
In both texts, the police arrested demonstrators, but
in the case of the wirenews article, the fact that
they were participating in a protest is explicit, en-
abling the disambiguation process. WordNet sense
3 of demonstrator is selected, because there is a
match between its gloss and the gloss of sense 2 of
demonstration, the hyponym of protest.

The resolution of the semantic sense of the noun
violence results from inference drawn on the following
WordNet information:
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WordNet relations II Inference sequence II
The police arrested the demonstrators.

gloss(arrest 1) The police took into custody the demonstrators.
custody -isa---* confinement The police confined the demonstrators.
gloss (confinement) The police restrained the liberty of the demonstrators.
gloss(confine) + gloss(prevent) The police prevented the demonstrators from action.
UNIFICATION : The police----they prevented the demonstrators from xdolent action.
MOTIVATION (because) fear (situation) -MOTIVATES---* prevent (situation)
violence -isa--* violent action they feared violent action.

they fem-ed violence.

Table 1: TextNet inferences

violence WordNet 1.5 - Sense 1
o (violence) --isa-*(aggression,hostility)
which has the gloss: {violent action that is hoslile

and usually unprovoked}
o (demonstration) -- isa--+ (protest, obj ection)-*

--isa-~ (action)

The first sense of violence is a hyponym of
hostility, defined as a violent action. In the gloss
of the second sense of demonstration, the given ex-
ample contains the phrase violent demonstrations,
therefore the adjective violent is a possible attribute
of demonstration. Also, demonstration is a hy-
ponym of action, therefore a demonstrationmay lead
to violence if its attribute is violent.

TextNet selects tile first WordNet sense of the verb
fear. Violence is understood as a possible outcome of
a demonstration. The gloss of the first sense of fear
offers a parallel example, from which fear of aggression
is interpreted. Aggression is a hypernym of the first
sense of violence. This example also explicitly shows
that the experiencer of fear is different from the pro-
ducer of violence. Therefore, the pronoun they refers
to the police.

TextNet explains the causality signaled by the cue
phrase because using a chain of deductions drawn
along WordNet relations. They are illustrated in Ta-
ble 1.

From this text, TextNet acquires knowledge that a
condition for preventing a situation may be determined
by fear. Such an information cannot be found in Word-
Net, which does not address the problem of precondi-
tions. TextNet’s inferential engine gathers knowledge
from texts about preconditions, plans and their cor-
responding goals. In this text, the police goal was
to maintain public order, which is its main function.
The plan that could achieve this goal in the context
of a demonstration was to arrest the demonstrators.
The plan could have more steps, and a recipe of ac-
tions for each step. The wire-news article reveals more
steps from a plan the police may have in dealing with
protests. Besides arrests, the plan included use of trun-
cheons and water cannons. From this example, it is
clear that the use of TextNet’s knowledge depends on
three factors: (1) the wealth of WordNet information,

(2) the ability to retrieve texts with close contexts and
(3) the inferential engine capable of drawing explana-
tory inferences.

Below, we show the structure of TextNet, capable
of extracting high order inferences from texts. The
technology employed here is an extension of WordNet,
which transforms the contextual glosses into defining
features ( DAGs of concepts and a supplemental set of
relations) and a multilayered inferential system. The
defining features of each concept are typical microcon-
texts, which contribute to the recognition of the most
economic explanation of the relations between the con-
cepts of a text. The first layer of the inference system
deals with the implementation of a path finding by
marker propagations. The second layer connects the
implicit inferences discovered by the semantic paths
with the explicit implications of the texts.

System Architecture

Figure 1 gives a functional representation of our sys-
tem. The knowledge sources consisting of on-line dic-
tionaries, extended WordNet and conceptually indexed
corpora.. The components of the linguistic knowledge
base are shown in connection with the components of
the run-time system capable of processing texts. The
result of text inference is the complex knowledge struc-
tures illustrated at the right of the figure, containing
compound concepts, preconditions, plans and their rec-
ognized goals and contextual information connecting
the processed text with other texts from the corpora.

The linguistic processing part of TextNet was de-
veloped as an information extraction system for the
Message Understanding Conference (Sundheim 1993).
The extensions of WordNet as well as the high-level
inference module were developed as a means for eval-
uating text coherence. TextNet emerged as a solution
to the limitation we found in WordNet (Harabagiu and
Moldovan 1996-2). The semantic information provided
by WordNet is used in many forms of linguistic infer-
ence. Prepositional attachments (Harabagiu 1996) and
case tagging integrate WordNet information. Text im-
plicatures are recovered by the path-finding algorithm
using extended ~rordNet.

Next we present our extensions to WordNet and
some aspects of the inference engine used in TextNet,
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Figure 1: TextNet organization

Figure 2: Some nodes and links in the WordNet extension
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Figure 3: Representation of the defining features of noun concept pilot

II Relation I Meaning
R1 hypernym

r_R1 hyponym

r-R2
R3 has-stuff

r_R3 is-stuff_of
R4 has-part

r-R4 is_part-of
R5 entail
R6 cause-to

R7
R8 attribute
R9 synset

RI0 pertonym

R11 antonym

R12 similarity
R13 see-also

Connects

n-synset-n-synset
v-synset-v-synset
n_synset-n_synset
v-synset-v..synset

is-member_of n_synset-n_synset
n_synset-n_synset
n_synset-n_synset
n_synset-n_synset
n-synset-n..synset
v-synset-v-synset
v-synset-v-synset

past _participle adj-verb
adj-synset-n_synset

n-synset-noun
v_synset-v

adj-synset-adj
adv_synset-adv

adj-n
adj-adj
adv-adj

n-n
v-v

adj-adj
adv-adv
adj-adj

v-v
adj-adj

i Number i
61123
10817
61123
10817
11472

366
366

5695
5695

435
204

89
636

107,484
25,768
28,762

6,203
3458
3539
2894
1713
1025
3748

704
20050

840
2686

Examples Comments

{oak} ~ {tree} isa, asymmetric, transitive
{hit} --+ {propel, impel}

{tree} ---* {oak} reverse isa
{propel, impel} ~ {hit}

{child, kid} ~ {family, family unit} reverse has..member
{tank, army tank} ~ {steel} asymmetric, transitive

reverse has_stuff{steel} ~ {tank, army tank}
{torso, body} ~ {shoulder}
{shoulder} --+ {torso, body}

asymmetric, transitive
reverse has_part

{snore, saw wood} --~ {sleep, slumber} asymmetric, transitive
{develop} ---* {grow, become larger} asymmetric, transitive

developed --+ develop asymmetric
{hypocritical} ~ {insincerity} asymmetric

II

{place, property} ---* place
{travel, journey} --+ travel

{glad, happy} ~ happy
{well, much} --* well

academic ---* academia
universalistic ~ universal
reasonably ~ reasonable

from synsets
to words

asymmet ric

presence ---+ absence symmetric
rise ~ fall

active ---* passive
akvays ---* never

abridge ~ shorten symmetric
touch ---* touch down symmetric

inadequate ~ unsatisfactory

Table 2: WordNet relations
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[] Relation
df-isa

Connects
n-synset-n_synset
v-synset-v-synset

adj-synset-adj-synset
adv-synset-adv-synset

dfc-agt v-synset-n-synset

d]c-r_agt n-synset-v-synset

dfc-obj v..synset-n-synset
dfc-r_obj n-synset-v-synset

dfc-instr v-synset-n-synset
dfc-r_iustr n-synset-v_synset

dfc-benef v-synset-n-synset

dfc~’_beue] n..synset-v-synset
dfc_purpose v-synset-v-synset

dfc_attrib n-synset-adj-synset
v..synset-adv_synset
n-synset-n-synset
v_synset-v-synset

dfc_reason v-synset-v-synset
dfc..state v-zynset-v-synset
dfe_loc v-synset-n-synset
dfc-r_loc n-synset-n..synset
dfc-theme n-synset-n-synset

dfc_time v-synset-n_synset

rife-manner v-synset-v-synset

Concept
{doctor,physician}
{tease,harass}
{alert}
{fully, well}
{culture}

{skilled worker}

{glass}
{garage}

{chop,hack}
{tool}

{ratables}

{recipient}
{fork}

{doctor,physician}
{browse}
{horseshoe}
{carry}
treasure}

{create}
{earth}
{shipyard}
{lecture}

{monthly}

{cook}

Gloss
(a licensed medical practitioner)
(annoy persistently)
(vigilantly attentive)
(completely)
(all the knowledge and values
shared by society)
(a worker who has
acquired special skills)
(container for holding liquids)
(place where cars
are repaired)
(cut with tool)
(implement used in the
practice of a vocation)
(property that provides tax
income for local government)
(someone that gets something)
(something used
to serve or eat)
(licensed medical practitioner)
(shop around)
(nailed to underside horse’s hoof)
(move while transporting)
(something prized for beauty)
(bring into existence)
(hide in the earth)
(place where ships are built)
(teaching by giving a discourse
on some subject)
(a periodical that is published
every month)
(change by heating)

Example
{physician} df_isa~ {practitioner}
{tease} d$-isa~ {annoy}
{alert} dJ_isa---+ {attentive}
{fully} df_isa---* {completely}
{share} dfc_agt~ {society}

{worker} d fc_r_agt~ {acquire}

{hold} dfe_obj---* {liquid}
{car} dfc-r_obj--+ {repair}

{cut} dfc_instr---* {tool}
{implement} dfc_r_instr~ {use}

{provide} dfe_benef---* {government}

{someone,person} dfe_r_beney---* {get}
{use} rife-purpose-+ {serve}
{use} dfc-purpose~ {eat}
{medical man} dfe_attrib---~ {licensed}
{shop} dSe_attrib~ {around}
{hoof} dfc_attrib~ {horse}
{move} dfc_attrib~ {transport}
{prize} dfe_attrib-+ {beauty}
{bring} dfc-state--+ {existence}
{hide} dfc_loc~ {earth}
{place} dfc_r_loe--~ {build}
{di ....... } d]e~th .... {subject}

{publish} dfe-time~ {month}

{change} dfeJnanner--*{heat}

Table 3: Defining feature connections

II

after which we discuss how compound concepts are ob-
tained.

Extended WordNet

We decided to build our system around WordNetl.5,
the lexical database (Miller 1995) developed at Prince-
toll. WordNet is a semantic dictionary because words
are searched based on conceptual affinity with other
words. It covers the vast majority of nouns, verbs, ad-
jectives and adverbs from the English language. The
words in WordNet are organized in synonym sets,
called synsels. Each synset represents a concept.
There is a rich set of relation links between words and
other words, between words and synsets, and between
synsets.

Figure 2 shows some of the nodes and relations in
the knowledge base. All the noun words with the same
meaning are connected to a concept node representing
that meaning. This noun concept together with the
associated noun words form a synset. A word may be-
long to several synsets that correspond to the meanings
of that word. Similarly, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
are grouped into synsets.

The noun and verb concepts are structured into
hierarchies by using ordering relations such as isa,
has_part, and others. The adjectives and adverbs don’t
have hierarchies, instead are linked into clusters. Ta-
ble 4 shows the number of words and concepts for each
part of speech. In its current version WordNet 1.5 has

Part of words concepts Number Percentage
speech of glosses of glosses

noun 107,484 60,5557 51253 84.63
verb 25,768 11,363 8847 77.85
adjective 28,762 16,428 13460 81.93
adverb 6,203 3,243 3145 96.97

II TotM 1168,217 I 91,591 76705 83.74 II

Table 4: WordNet 1.5 nodes

168,217 words organized in 91,595 synsets, thus a to-
tal of 259,812 nodes. It also gives the number and the
percentage of concepts that have a gloss attached to
them.

Although WordNet covers the majority of the En-
glish words, the very small connectivity between its
nodes indicates the necessity of a larger number of rela-
tions, acknowledged even by its creators (Miller 1995).

Table 2 summarizes the relations that exist in Word-
Net 1.5. For each relation, Table 2 indicates the parts
of speech connected by the relation, the number of oc-
currences, an example and some properties. Altogether
there are 345,264 links.

The rationale for our WordNet extension was to en-
hance the general connectivity by using the informa-
tion contained in the conceptual glosses. Table 4 in-
dicates that almost each WordNet concept has a gloss
expressed in English that defines that concept. It may
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also contain one or more examples of how a concept is
used, and sometimes comments are inserted. The idea
was to transform each concept’s gloss into a defining
feature directed acyclic graph (DAG), with nodes 
concepts and case links. For example, the gloss of the
concept representing the first sense of the noun pilot
is (a person qualified to guide ships through
difficult waters going into or going out of a
harbor). We transform this gloss into a network
representation illustrated in Figure 3. The concept
pilot is connected to nine other concepts: {person,
qualified, guide, water, difficult, go in, go out,
ship, harbor}. The links between the concepts reflect
the case functions of the words in the gloss. In addi-
tion, the figure shows the inheritance chain: pilot isa
mariner, who isa sailor, who isa skilled worker,
who isa person.

The concept pilot is directly linked to concept
person through a df_isa relation, meaning that a pilot
is a person that has the properties and attributes de-
fined by tile chain of df_c relations that are connected
to person. The first such property is the adjective con-
cept qualified, an attribute of person in this context.
Qualified is further specialized by the verb concept
guide, whose location is defined by waters with the at-
tribute diff i cult. Furthermore, the purpose of guide
is to get in or get out the object ship from a place
defined by the concept harbor.

Table 3 illustrates the relations we used to transform
some WordNet glosses into semantic networks. By in-
troducing these new relations in WordNet, we enhance
the connectivity between concepts, although requiring
that such relations exist only in the environment of
defining features.

Inference Engine

Inference Rules
Whenever TextNet is presented with a new text, im-
plicit inferences are sought by combining WordNet and
corpora information. The text is disambiguated by
identifying first the explicit, and then part of the im-
plicit connections between the concepts. The relations
provided by transformational grammars are integrated
with semantic connections involving defining features
and standard WordNet relations. More complex infer-
ences are drawn only after the semantic connections
are recognized. Semantic paths linking pairs of con-
cepts are the means through which logical connections
are identified. The paths are searched using a set of
primitive inference rules, implemented as constrained
chains of WordNet relations. The relations that are
asymmetric and transitive are more useful for inference
than others since often they support deductions. For
example, going up on isa hierarchy of nouns or verbs,
takes us from more specific to more general concepts
and hierarchical deductions are possible. The same for
some of the verb relations such as entail or causation.
For example, if a man is snoring, than the same man

is sleeping, and further he is temporarily unconscious.
However, inferences sometimes need to go against

these transitive relations, and conclusions are not pre-
cise. For example, if one is sleeping, we don’t know
for sure that one is snoring, but is plausible. In these
cases TextNet performs abductions, providing the best
explanation. It adds new information provided by re-
trieved texts with close contexts, and enforces or dis-
cards the abduction.

A large number of inference primitives is imple-
mented as propagation rules guiding markers in the
extended WordNet semantic knowledge base. Markers
are placed on nodes, and their propagation connect the
visited nodes.

The Path-Finding Algorithm
The inputs of the algorithm are: (1) a semantic knowl-
edge base as described above, and (2) a case-based
representation of input the text. The outputs of the
algorithm consist of semantic paths that link a pair of
concepts.

5~ep 1. Place markers on each concept corresponding
to a word of the text. At this step, markers are created
and filled with propagation rules that enable them to
reach all concepts semantically related in the network.
Explicit relations with the other concepts are placed
in the marker fields, as well as various other linguistic
constraints.

A typical marker format contains fields that indicate
the sentence and the word where that marker orig-
inated, marker propagation function, the processing
functions called by the marker and the markers with
which it can collide.

Step2. Propagate markers. After markers are placed
on nodes, they start to propagate according to their
propagation rule. New markers are spawned every
time a node contains more than one outgoing link that
is part of its propagation rule. ~¥henever a marker
reaches a node that does not have an outgoing rela-
tion as part of its propagation rule, the marker stops.
The propagation trail of a marker becomes part of that
marker history, thus markers become fatter as they
propagate. For reasons that will become evident in the
next step, nodes keep a copy of each passing marker.

An example of a propagation rule for markers
placed on verbs is any combination of relations isa,
caused_to, entail and reverse_entail. Markers
continue to propagate as long as the propagation rule
allows. The algorithm detects and avoids cycles by
simply checking whether or not a marker has visited
already a node.

Step 3. Detect collisions. After all marker propaga-
tions cease, the collisions that took place during marker
propagations are detected. To each marker collision it
corresponds a path. The path is found simply by in-
specting the path history of the colliding markers and
linking the two halves. Each marker participating in a
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collision provides half of the path as it appears in its
field called path.

After the semantic paths spanning a text are de-
tected, more complex inferences can be generated. We
shall illustrate this next, showing how compound con-
cepts are generated, and how there existence is linked
to the plans and goals revealed by the intentional struc-
ture of tile text.

Construction of additional knowledge

Presently, WordNet incorporates only those concepts
that can be denominated by simple groups of words.
The majority of tile WordNet concepts are expressed
through single words. Some groups of words are
also considered, like joint venture or flea market
or even white collar. But concepts like injuries
related to sports cannot be found. We show next
how TextNet can recognize such a compound con-
cept. An illustration of a typical text whose topic is
injuries related to sports is:

<sl> The 5-foot-8, 145-pounder’s injuries included
tendinitis in his shoulder and elbow.

<s2> It started when he was riding high, and
has persisted.

<s3> "I guess I played too much too soon.
<s4> I was a skinny kid who hit the ball very hard.
<s5> Maybe too hard, it landed almost always near

the backline" he says.

Figure 4 illustrates the semantic paths found by
TextNet in this text. This is a paragraph from a
Treebank Wall Street Journal article reporting tennis-
related events at the U.S. Open. The text provides
a fine example for need of non-trivial reference resolu-
tion as well as the necessity for meaningful implicatures
related to the side-effects of tennis professional prac-
tice. The blank squares in Figure 4 represent defin-
ing features connected to their corresponding concepts
through df_isa relations.

TextNet detects explicit inferences from the text
by the recognition of prepositional attachments
and selnantic case relations. In sentence <sl>,
tile noun phrase ’ ’ the S-foot-8, 145-potmder’s
injuries’’ is interpreted as "injuries of the
5-foot-8, 145-pounder’’ The semantics of this
prepositional attachment reveals that injuries, a
nominalization of the verb to injure, are performed
upon a 5-foot-8, 145-pounder, therefore 5-foot-8
and 145-pounder are co-referring objects of the verb
to injure. At this point, we do not know whether it
is a human or any other living being. The first sense
from WordNet of the verb to include admits multi-
ple objects, but we take the including object ( in this
case, injuries) to be the agent which reflects the state
to include, whereas tendinits is the object which is
included.

The prepositional attachment tendinitis in his
shoulder and elbow reveals that the shoulder and
the elbow are the body parts where tendinitis is ob-
served. Figure 4 illustrates the fact that in WordNet,
shoulder, elbow and tissue are represented as body
parts.

In sentence <s2>, the pronoun it is the agent of
the action start#4v, as well as for the state persist,
when the ellipsis of the conjunctive clause is solved.
The start#4v action is marked by the time span when
the agent he was riding high.

In sentence <s3>, the agent of play#24 is the pro-

noun I, and the attributes of the action are marked
by the scaled adverbs too much. and too soon. The
pronoun I in <s4> is identified to the kid#1n, with
attribute skinny. The cohesion of the relative clause
takes place by transferring kid#1n as aa agent for the
action hit#1v, cause to move by striking, whose
object is the ball#1n.

The last sentence <s5> ends the communication ini-
tiated by the referent of the pronoun I, who uttered
the last three sentences. Therefore, the communica-
tion relations of the verb say#Iv point to the main
verbs from <s3>, <s4> and <s5>. The object of ac-
tion land#3v is the pronoun it and the location is the
backline, while the time is marked by the adverbial
phrase almost always.

Several paths are relevant for the understanding of
this text. We shall illustrate only six of them , that
account for global and local coherence. They are:

Path 1
include# lv ( injuries ) -- entail-*have#2v, feature-- dfc_obj
-*begirming~-dfSsa--start#4v

Path 2
play#24v-entail-*compete#lv..-dfc_purpose-rise#3v

Path 3
hit#1v--isa-*propel#1v--dI_isa-*move#lw--isa--fly#2v+--
~-- r_entail-- l and#3v

Path 4
backline #In--part_of,tennis court#In--pertain-*
-*tennis#ln~-pertain--racket#lv~-df_isa--hit#lv

Path 5
pers ist # l v- isa-*c ont inu e# l v(-- df c_propose-~c ompe t e#1v ) 
df_isa-ride#3v

Path 6
t endin i t is# ln--df_isa-+ l es i on# ln--d]c_obj-+ t endon# ln~-
~-isa--body parZ#ln~-isa--shoulder#lnlelbow#ln

The semantic connections provided by Path 1 relate
the verb include#Iv (whose agent are the injuries)
with the verb concept have#2, feature through an
entailment relation. The verb start#4v from <s2>
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Figure 4: Semantic paths in a real world text

has defining feature have#2v with defining feature
object (DFC_obj)beginning. Therefore, uttering 
<sl> about the inclusion of injuries, entails an im-
plication about when those injuries started (communi-
cated in <s2>).

In Path 2, the entailment between play#24 from
<s3> and compete#iv, an element of the defining fea-
tures of persist#iv (of <s2>) explains the persistent
nature of the injuries as determined by playing (too
much and too soon).

Path 3 conveys further implicatures, detailing the
specifics of the game that caused the injuries. The
kid was hitting the ball very hard. Hitting isa
propelling, with defining feature move#iv (and at-
tribute forward). The collision of Path 3 at move#1
brings information about the ball that flew through
the air before landing (laxtd#3 is entailed by fly#2, 
form of move#iv).

Path 4 reveals the context of the declarations. The
backline, the location where the ball used to land,
is part of a tennis court, a concept pertaining to the
tennis game. Hitting a ball with a racket in tennis
defines the features of the racket action.

Temporal reasoning related to the understanding of
the text is motivated by Path 5. The injury process
(with the agent co-referred by the agent of persist)

is concurrent with the competing activities pursued
by the speaker. This explains the local coherence of
<s2>.

The local coherence of <si> is accommodated by
Path 6, which identifies the location attributes of
tendinitis, as described by its defining feature, the
tendon in the space of body parts, which is shared by
shoulder and elbow too.

l~eference resolution is the byproduct of combined
implicit and explicit inferences. This text displays sev-
eral types of reference: (a) pronominal anaphorae: 
from <s2> and <s5>, I from <s4> and <s4> and
he from <s2> and<sS> and (b) definite reference for
the backline from <s5> and the ball from <s4>.

Case propagations produced by the path-finding al-
gorithm account for the resolution of these types of
reference. From Path l, the agent of start is propa-
gated as an agent of have#2v, where it is unified with
the agent of include, i.e. the injuries. Case propa-
gations prevail over syntactic restrictions, because al-
though there is a preference for a singular referent (to
provide agreement with the number of pronoun it),
the plural form of the referent is acceptable, and the
resolution counts for a prosentential reference, where
it refers to the whole class of injuries which constitutes
the topic of <sl>.
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Path 2 unifies tile pronoun he from <s2> as an
agent of ride with the agent of play#24 from <s3>,
which is the speaker, represented by the pronoun I in
<s3> and <s4> and by he in <s5>. The agent of
ride#3v is explicitly referred in the text as a skinny
kid, which hit the ball as part of his tennis game (in-
ferred by the context generating Path 4). Because the
activities of tile referent of I, he and skinny kid are
concurrent with the injuries suffered by the 5-foot-8,
145-pounder, the system concludes that he and I
refer to a person (capable of communication, as de-
duced from <s3>, <s4> and <sS>), that is a tennis
player (from Path 3 and Path 4) with the combined
attributes skinny kid, 5-foot-8 and 145-pounder.

The backline of <sS> is identified as a part of a
tennis court, the spatial context in which the tennis
game takes place, as revealed by Path 5. Similarly,
the ball from <s4> is recognized as a typical artifact
used in the tennis game.

The semantic paths are the basic inferences which
enable more complex textual inferences, supporting the
representation of structured kuowledge. Figure 5 il-
lustrates the representation of the compound concept
injury related to tennis. A compound concept is
interpreted as all injury#In coexisting with playing
tennis. The concept play tennis is a compound con-
cept too, describing an action represented by the verb
play#Iv with specified object the game tennis#in.
The coexistence relation between injury#in and play
tennis is supported by Path 1, 2 and 5. The relation
between play and tennis is derived from the glossary
information provided by WordNet.

The defining features of play and tennis spec-
ify the participants and their role in the action, as
well as typical locations or instruments. Path 3 ex-
plains the plan revealed by the text. The identifica-
tion of the goal of the action is enforced when an-
other text describing tennis winning strategies presents
contextual similarities. The text is a paragraph from
the technical report entitledDoubles Unorthodox Offen-
sive Tactics and Strategies, by Farrell Honda, retriev-
able from the URL:http://www.zmission.com/ gas-

town/lennis/thonda~.html:

Successful unorthodox serves near the backline will result
in one of two possibilities. The receiver will be aced;the
receiver will be stunned into losing a fraction of second in
reaction time and hit the ball into the net.

The defining features of ace#4n and tennis, ex-
tended with the information provided by the internet
text, and the entailment from Path 3 account for the
recognition of the goal of the text. Winning the game
is the motivation of the actions determining injuries in
tennis. Figure 5 illustrates also the forms of injuries
resulting from playing tennis: tendinitis in the shoul-
der and elbow. Altogether, TextNet creates on the fly
a representation for compound concept:

injuries related to tennis are caused by:
o playing too much tennis (too soon)
o wanting to win the match (GOAL)

PLAN: hit the ball hard -entails--+ the ball lands
near the backline

-entails---* the competitor can’t reach the ball
-entails---*. the player wins the point (SUBGOAL)

forms of injuries related to tennis:
o tendinitis in the shoulder and elbow

player’s condition:
o skinny (145 pounds, 5-foot-8); young (kid)

In TextNet, the previous text is linked to the follow-
ing two messages, describing injuries in cowboy polo
and in gymnastics. The system infers conditions in
which injuries may occur in sports, and connects the
compound concept to the plans and the goals that were
followed when the injuries occurred. Other contextual
information is also available, like the physical condition
of the player, or special events that may cause typical
injuries, e.g. falling from the horizontal bar may lead
to a broken leg.

<s> Since he began playing cowboy polo 26 years
ago, Eddie Sorensen has had four operations, a
broken leg, several cracked ribs, a separated
shoulder, and a batch of concussions.
<s> Once he got whacked under the jaw with a mallet,
leaving a perfect imprint of all his teeth on
his tongue.
<s> Tim Daggett, a holdover from ’84, broke a leg

so badly last year that amputation was considered.
<s> Dan Hayden took over the No. 1 rating during
Daggett’s absence, and won the U.S.National meet
last month that counted 40~ toward Olympic
qualification.
<s> Shockingly, however, he fell twice on his last
gventFriday, the horhont~ bar,
and his score of 8.3 plummeted him from second to
eighth.
<s> He later revealed that he’d separated a shoulder
in a previous exercise.

Figure 6 illustrates some contextual concepts that
connect the texts in an informationM web. The ten-
nis text indexes the Interact text, using coreference of
concept relations: e.g. the location case function be-
tween serve (or hit) and backline, occurring in both
texts. Furthermore, the tennis text is connected to the
polo text and to the gymnastics text, as they all relate
about injuries occurring while practicing sports.

Conclusions
There is a growing trend to use electronic dictionaries
to construct large linguistic knowledge bases. In this
paper we argued that WordNet provides a platform on
which powerful, generally applicable knowledge bases
can be built. Although ~VordNet does not provide in-
formation regarding plans and the supporting goals, or
conditions necessary for actions and events that may
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Figure 5: Representation of the compound concept injuries related to tennis

Tennis Text /’~ Cowboy Polo Text

Figure 6: Contextual connections between texts

be necessary to fully explain a text, it nevertheless
contains almost all English words mapped into con-
cepts and a large number of links between concepts.
Extended with micro-contextual defining features, we
found V¢ordNet to be an ideal setting on which to build
a representation for complex, structured concepts. The
method is to apply marker propagations to draw tex-
tual inferences from various texts. TextNet combines
the principled simplicity of WordNet with a web of con-
textually indexed texts renders knowledge about com-
pound concepts. It also links plans, goals and context
information with concepts. More information about
inference rules that may be constructed by chaining
relations can be found in (Harabagiu and Moldovan
1996-3).
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